How much Cashback?
Lesson 3 -- Operations and Transformations with Functions
Objectives:
Students will be able to:
 Combine two or more functions using addition
 Transform functions both graphically and symbolically
Standards:
A2.2 Operations and Transformations with Functions
A2.2.1 Combine functions by addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division
What students already know:
Students will already know how to identify a function, its domain, range, zeros, behavior
of a function, and other key features of the function. Students will be able to represent functions
in tabular, graphical, and symbolic form. Students will also already know about families of
functions and the behavior of parent functions and singular transformations.
What students are learning / practicing:
Students will practice transformations including combining two functions and
transforming single functions.
What students still need to learn:
Students will next study inverses of functions and properties of inverses. Students still
need to extrapolate their knowledge of families of functions to the real world and modeling real
life situations via mathematics.
Materials:


Student Page attached

Preparation:


The teacher should complete the student page

Ways to assist students who are struggling:
 Talk about it logically: If I spent $100 how much cashback do I get? What if it’s at
museums or gas stations? What about $200? How did you figure that out?
 Review what it means to add functions
 Try adding two simple functions (y=x and y=2x)
 Talk about adding functions symbolically and graphically
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Ways to assist students who are excelling:
 Encourage students to explore relationship with c dollars at 1% and d dollars at 5%
cashback
 Allow students to come up with their own functions exploring cashback or credit card
use. How can you combine these functions?
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https://www.discover.com/

1. When I use my Discover© card, I get
1% cashback. That means that for every
dollar I spend, I get a penny back for myself.
How much cashback do I get when I spend
$362?

2. Write an equation that represents how much cashback I receive if I spend d dollars.
Graph the equation on the graph paper on the next page. Be sure to label it.

3. Discover© runs promotions each month. If I spend money in a certain category I get 4%
additional cashback. This month the promotion is at gas stations and museums. How
much cashback would I get for spending $36 getting gas this week?

4. Write an equation that represents how much additional cashback I receive if I spend d
dollars at gas stations and/or museums this month. Graph the equation on the same axes
as question 2. Don’t forget to label.
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5. Write an equation representing how much total cashback I receive if I spend d dollars at
gas stations and/or museums this month. Graph the equation on the same axes as
questions 2 and 4 below. Label your graph!
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6. How much cashback do I receive when spending $985 NOT at gas stations or museums?

7. Write an equation expressing how much cashback total I receive when spending $985
NOT at gas stations or museums and when I spend d dollars at gas stations or museums:

8. Graph the cashback when I spend d dollars at gas stations and museums, and the
cashback when I spend $985 not at gas stations or museums and I spend d dollars at gas
stations and museums on the same axes below. Label you graphs!
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9. I have a $10,000 credit limit. Find the domain and range for the amount of cashback I get
when:
a. I spend d dollars at gas stations and museums
Domain:

Range:
b. I spend $985 NOT at gas stations and museums
Domain:

Range:
c. I spend d dollars at gas stations and museums AND I spend $985 NOT at gas
stations and museums
Domain:

Range:

10. Discover© is also running a promotion this month where I get $50 cashback for each
friend I recommend and applies for a card. I am allowed to recommend up to 100 friends.
Write an equation that expresses the amount of cashback I receive if 2 of my friends
apply for Discover© cards and I spend d dollars at gas stations and museums AND I
spend $985 NOT at gas stations and museums.

11. How is this equation different than the equation you wrote in #7?

12. What is the domain and range of your new equation?
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13. How is the graph different than the graph in #8?

14. Graph you equation from question #10:
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Reflection
This lesson came about because I was looking at my Discover account and wondering
about my cashback. I never actually calculate the amount I should receive and just trust they give
me the right amount. This got me thinking about making equations out of it. I originally tried to
write the questions where I spent c dollars at 1% back and d dollars at 5% back, which they
could have combined into one equation just fine, but graphing it poses a problem. I could have
had a fixed amount of cashback I received and had students solve for c or d and graph that way
but I didn’t like that as much. Although I have two fixed equations (9.86+100), I think students
are still exploring what adding functions looks like. I think this is most apparent in the first
scenario where we talk about the additional cashback I receive at gas stations and museums.
I have yet to attempt the problems myself and work out any kinks, but I like this. I’m not
sure how it fits in with my students in Boston, but I know it would have been relevant to me in
high school. I got a student credit card and started to build credit right away. I was also (and still
am) very stingy, so that extra 1% cashback would have been awesome to me. This goes back to
me being a pretty dedicated student from an ordinary white middle class family, though. Does it
relate to a majority of my students?

